
The habitability of Earth



Outline

! How does learning about life on Earth influence the search 
for life elsewhere? 


! Is there a danger of the search for life simply becoming 
the search for Earth-like environments (i.e. too narrow in 
scope)?


! What makes the Earth suitable for life?

! Water + organics + energy.

! Vulcanism, magnetic fields, plate tectonics: geological 

activity.

! So should we start by looking for geologically active worlds 

in the Solar System?



Worlds in the inner Solar System



What Makes the Earth Habitable?

! Distance of Earth from 
Sun (not too close, not 
too far)


! Liquid water

! Surface gravity

! Atmosphere

! Magnetic field

! Solid surface

! Building blocks of life

! Climate suitable for life

! Plate tectonics



The Rock Cycle



Strata in Sedimentary Rocks



Strata on Mars



Grand Canyon Strata



Atomic Numbers, Isotopes, etc.



Radioactive Decay



Half-life



Fossils



The Geological time scale



How Old is the Earth?

! It must be older than the oldest 
minerals found on Earth (4.4 Gyr 
old)

! zircon found in Australia 


! It must be older than the oldest 
Moon rocks (4.4 Gyr old)

! we know that the Moon formed after 

the Earth

! It must be younger than the 

oldest meteorites (4.57 Gyr old)

! Scientists now estimate that the 

Earth is about 4.54 Gyr old



Formation of the Moon

! The Moon is thought to 
have formed very soon 
after the Earth formed

! within 50-150 Myr


! It is thought to have 
formed as the result of 
the impact of a Mars-
sized object



Heavy bombardment on the Moon

! The surface of the Moon 
preserves a record of 
ancient impact craters

! this evidence has been 

erased on the Earth

! The lunar maria exhibit 

relatively few craters

! these surfaces are about 

3.0-3.9 Gyr old

! Most impacts on Earth 

must therefore have 
occurred during the 
Hadean era





Life during the Hadean era

! Radiometric dating of zircons 
indicates that Earth’s crust 
had already formed 4.5 Gyr 
ago


! This implies that the Hadean 
Earth may have been 
habitable at that time


! Frequent impacts may or may 
not have sterilized the 
Hadean Earth

! sufficiently large impacts could 

have vaporized all of Earth’s 
oceans!



Earth’s Interior

! The interior of Earth has 
several important effects 
on the surface

! Volcanoes have built up much 

of the atmosphere

! Plate tectonics have shaped 

the continents

! Earth’s magnetic field shields 

life from the solar wind
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Plate Tectonics

! Earth’s surface is broken 
up into plates which float 
on the mantle and move 
around slowly


! Movement of these plates 
is responsible for

! mountain building

! sea floor spreading

! earthquakes

! volcanic hot spots

! subduction

! rift valleys

! continental drift



Plate Tectonics at Work



Building Earth’s Atmosphere and Oceans

! Earth’s atmosphere and  
oceans were produced by 
several mechanisms

! Outgassing (e.g. by volcanoes) 

of gases trapped within the 
Earth


! Material deposited during 
impacts (including comets)


! Life!







How to Lose an Atmosphere

! Several mechanisms can 
lead to the loss of part 
or all of a planetary 
atmosphere

! thermal escape (gas 

molecules move too fast)

! impact-triggered escape

! solar wind stripping



The Greenhouse Effect

! Greenhouse gases in the 
Earth’s atmosphere make 
the Earth considerably 
warmer than it would 
otherwise be


! This is a good thing for 
life, since it allows liquid 
water to survive on 
Earth’s surface


! However, by adding 
manmade greenhouse 
gases, we are now 
starting to warm the 
atmosphere further



The Carbon Dioxide Cycle



Earth’s Carbon Dioxide Thermostat



Snowball Earth



What Makes the Earth Habitable?

! The size/mass of Earth

! Earth’s distance from the Sun

! Plate tectonics

! Impacts: not too many, not too few

! Earth’s magnetic field

! The stabilizing effect of the Moon

! Earth’s atmosphere and greenhouse effect


